[Structural organization of kinetoplast DNA and its compactization in a model system in vitro].
Studies on compactization and decompactization of the genome are of great importance for elucidation of structural mechanisms taking part in the regulation of gene activity. Kinetoplast DNA (kpDNA) is a convenient model for studies of compactization processes. KpDNA represents unique structure ("network"), consisting of catenated circular molecules of two types: minicircles (900 b.p.) and maxicircles (40 000 b.p.). The compactization process of kpDNA in vitro caused by interaction with synthetic peptide-dansylhydraside trivaline was studied. It was shown that at the initial stages the hairpins are observed on minicircles as if triple rings are being organized. The formation of hairpin is probably favoured by the presence in the minicircles of bent DNA, a specific nucleotide sequence causing rigid bending of the DNA helix. The hairpin does not make contact with the neighbouring DNA segment to form a triple ring, because the sizes of minicircles are too small. The minicircles compactization is finished with a complete collapse of the minicircles with the formation of rod-like structures. The catenation causes branching of rod-like structures. As a result of their intermolecular interaction, the branched rod-like structures become thicker. The process is completed with formation of the compact network, its diameter being 3-6 times smaller compared to the initial one.